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ABSTRACT: Transcriptional regulatory network (TRN) discovery using information from a single source does not seem
feasible due to lack of sufficient information, resulting in the construction of spurious or incomplete TRNs. A methodology,
TRND, that integrates a preliminary TRN, gene expression data and gene ontology is developed to discover TRNs. The method
is applied to a comprehensive set of expression data on B cell and a preliminary TRN that included 1,335 genes, 443 transcription
factors (TFs) and 4032 gene/TF interactions. Predictions were obtained for 443 TFs and 9,589 genes. 14,616 of 4,247,927
possible gene/TF interactions scored higher than the imposed threshold. Results for three TFs, E2F-4, p130 and c-Myc, were
examined in more detail to assess the accuracy of the integrated methodology. Although the training sets for E2F-4 and p130
were rather limited, the activities of these two TFs were found to be highly correlated and a large set of coregulated genes
is predicted. These predictions were confirmed with published experimental results not used in the training set. A similar
test was run for the c-Myc TF using the comprehensive resource www.myccancergene.org. In addition, correlations between
expression of genes that encode TFs and TF activities were calculated and showed that the assumption of TF activity correlates
with encoding gene expression might be misleading. The constructed B cell TRN, and scores for individual methodologies and
the integrated approach are available at systemsbiology.indiana.edu/trndresults.
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INTRODUCTION

Discovery of TRNs advances our understanding of mechanisms of cellular processes and responses,
and is of particular importance in biotechnical applications and in identifying the nature of diseases from
a genome-wide perspective. Our objective in this work is to develop a robust methodology to use known
TRN information as a training set and augment it by discovering new gene/TF regulatory interactions by
simultaneously using a variety of approaches integrated via a Bayesian framework.

There have been numerous approaches to TRN inference from gene expression data. Most studies
consider gene-gene networks rather than gene-TF networks. Among them are principal component
analysis [1,2] and independent component analysis [3]. Network component analysis is a TF-based
methodology which differs from other techniques in that the structure of the TRN is assumed to be
known [4]; therefore its use is limited to cases in which the network is fairly well known. In addition, it
has strong structural limitations. In reality, only an incomplete and possibly biased TRN is available due
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to the limited spectrum of experimental conditions imposed. Gardneret al. [5] proposed a methodology
to construct gene-gene network structure for small networks using gene expression data and limiting
the number of interactions per gene. Kyodaet al. [6] developed a methodology that employs mutation
experiments to arrive at the TRN. However, it is questionable whether their approach can be applied to
large TRNs (in particular eukaryotic TRNs). Cluster analysis is based on statistical techniques wherein
correlations are sought between the responses of genes [7–9]. However the coordination can be extremely
complex and circuitous, i.e. genes may be involved in a multi-branch feedback loop with several TFs
made or activated/deactivated by the proteins they encode. These complex relationships are revealed by
our methodology as it discovers and quantifies many of these feedback relationships. Although cluster
analysis might suggest groups of genes that may be involved in related pathways, it is not an accurate
methodology for suggesting gene/TF interactions.

Mutual information is a measure of the information about a variable that is shared by another variable.
If these two variables are independent their mutual information is zero. In principle, mutual information
is an alternative to linear and nonlinear correlation measures [10]. An earlier application of mutual
information to genetic networks was presented by Lianget al. [11] who developed a methodology for
Boolean networks and applied it to a small 50 gene system with at most 3 interactions per gene. Boolean
networks are an oversimplification of gene expression as they use a binary approximation (fully on or
off) [12]. Butte and Kohane [13] extended this work to include continuous gene expression measurements
and applied the method toSaccharomyces cerevisiae to infer biologically related gene groups. Bassoet
al. [14] proposed ARACNe (algorithm for reconstruction of accurate cellular networks) which included
an implementation of the data processing inequality. Some of the gene/gene interactions that had high
mutual information score were predicted to be indirect by the data processing inequality. As stated by
Bassoet al. [14], ARACNe has the following limitations: i) predictions lack directionality, ii) some
direct interactions involve unknown intermediates, possibly post-translational modifications, iii) data
processing inequality might remove some of the direct regulations. Neither Butte and Kohane [13] nor
Bassoet al. [14] used a preliminary TRN in their approach, although Bassoet al. [14] compared ARACNe
predictions for c-Myc with those available at www.myccancergene.org. As ARACNe considers all genes
as possible regulators (in contrast to our approach in which we have a list of TFs), resulting networks are
gene-gene networks, rather than TRNs as defined here. In this study, we remove some of the limitations
listed above. Our networks have directionality (i.e., TF A up regulates gene B). Through the use of a
preliminary TRN, we predict the TF activities that allow us to address the second limitation of ARACNe.
Furthermore, studies using mutual information attempted to construct regulatory networks using only
expression data, whereas we also constrain our predictions using a measure of similarity among gene
pairs derived from the gene ontology tree.

A difficulty with earlier studies is the gap between the complexity of the network and the quantity
of information in just one methodology. The solution is to use as much information as possible to rule
out spurious networks. Segalet al. [15] assumed that genes in the same pathway are activated together
and the proteins they encode often interact. This led them to the use of protein-protein interaction
information in their predictions. Brazmaet al. [16] studied the similarities of the upstream regions
of genes that have a similar expression pattern. A similar study was presented by Havertyet al. [17]
who used statistical methods for identifying overabundant TF binding motifs (from TRANSFAC and
JASPER) and microarray data to infer the TRN.

Gene ontology (GO) similarity as the basis of an approach to functional module prediction has been
explored for a prokaryotic case by Wuet al. [18] who hypothesised that a pair of genes with high GO
similarity score is likely in the same functional module. In our earlier work, we tested the hypothesis
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‘genes with higher GO similarity are more likely to be coregulated by the same TF’ for a prokaryotic
system (Sunet al., manuscript submitted). In this study, we extend this work to human TRNs and
integrate the results from expression data analysis and GO similarity via a Bayesian framework.

Our literature survey has shown that the assumption of representing TF activity with expression data is
used in all studies. We tested this assumption for B cell expression data and 4032 experimentally verified
gene/TF interactions. Our results show that, overall, this is not promising at all. This motivated us to
develop a TF-based methodology. This study is based on the following concepts on the construction of
TRNs. (i) Correlation or mutual information based studies are prone to mistakes due to post-translational
modifications; in contrast, our approach builds on a partially known TRN and discovers needed TRN
modifications. (ii) A single data source (such as expression data) is unlikely to have sufficient information
to construct TRNs. (iii) In order to infer TRNs, a preliminary TRN and a list of potential TFs is necessary.
To this end, we introduce two methodologies to infer gene-TF networks using expression data. The
first estimates TF activities using a preliminary TRN and scores gene/TF interactions based on linear
correlation between expression data and the predicted TF activities. The second method is an extension
of gene-gene linear correlation scores to gene/TF scores using a preliminary TRN.

The TRNs we attempt to construct consist of a list of genes for each of which are provided a list of
the TFs that up and down regulate. Thus, we do not attempt to resolve post-translational modification,
signaling cascades, chromosome modification and many other processes. While we believe that much
of the methodology presented here can be extended to address these processes, constructing the TRN as
defined is already a grand challenge and was the focus of many previous studies, and has many practical
applications.

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

B cell expression data

While there are variations to be expected for the TRN of the same cell type due to disease or individual
genetic variations, one still expects that there is only a very small percentage of the genome-wide TRN
that reflects these differences. Thus, we hypothesize that it is possible to construct a consensus TRN
using data on many variants of a human cell using an integrated analysis. Should this be possible, the
consensus TRN would provide a baseline, deviations from which could provide insights into the normal
and abnormal variants.

336 sets of expression data on B cells were gathered from the NIH Gene Expression Omnibus
(GSE2350) that were obtained by [14]. The dataset includes normal purified cord blood (5 samples),
germinal center (10 samples), memory (5 samples) and naive (5 samples) of B cells, 34 samples of B
cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia, 68 samples of diffuse large B cell lymphomas, 27 samples of Burkitt
lymphoma, 6 samples of follicular lymphoma, 9 samples of primary effusion lymphoma, 8 samples
of mantle cell lymphoma, 16 samples of hairy cell lines, and 5 lymphoblastic cell lines. The detailed
information on the experimental conditions is provided in [14].

GenDat database and training set

Considering that there are roughly 25,000 genes and several thousand TFs,we are limited in establishing
a gene regulatory database from available information. However, we do not require a complete network,
but rather a skeletal network upon which our methodology can build. To enable the TRND methodology
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presented in here, we established a database of gene/TF interactions, GenDat. The following sources
provided data or relevant citations to the literature used to create GenDat:

– TRANSFAC 6.0 – Public (www.gene-regulation.com)
– National Center for Biotechnology Information (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
– Protein Lounge (www.proteinlounge.com)
– Transcriptional Regulatory Regions Database (wwwmgs.bionet.nsc.ru/mgs/gnw/trrd)

We gathered the names of TFs and the nature (up/down) of the regulation for a large number of
genes; information on which mRNA is translated into a whole or partial TF, identities of cofactors that
activate/deactivate each TF and associated accession number/sequences (for cross-checking and later
more complete literature review).

The schema for this database has been developed in MySQL. Much of the data harvesting has
been done via parsers we have developed for each of the above databases. As researchers have not
agreed on a standard for gene names, an extensive list of gene and TF aliases has been set up so
that microarray data sets from many groups can readily be analyzed. We wrote curation modules to
check for aliases of all genes and TFs entered to eliminate redundancy. The database is available at
systemsbiology.indiana.edu/NetworkDiscovery. GenDat provided a training set that consists of 443 TFs
and 4032 gene/TF interactions for 1335 genes found in the expression data described above. In the
following sections, this training set is used to test hypotheses (such as to what extent gene ontology
similarity can be used to infer gene/TF interactions). This is achieved by calculating a score for each
gene/TF interaction in the training set and all possible gene/TF interactions (random set). The extent
of the separation between the probability distributions is a measure for the success of the methodology.
These probability distributions are also utilized to calculate a final score for each gene/TF interaction as
discussed in Multi-Method TRND Integration Section.

Gene-gene expression profile correlations lack gene-TF information

To assess the feasibility of inferring gene-gene networks from expression data based on the assumption
that TF activities correlate with gene expression, we used the B cell data and the preliminary TRN
discussed above. We calculated the linear correlation of genes that encode a TF and genes that are known
to be regulated by that TF. We also obtained correlation coefficients for all gene-gene pairs. Throughout
the manuscript we compute probability densities. These probability density functions are normalized
to have unit area although their value at any score can exceed unity (

∫ ∞
−∞ p(x′)dx′ = 1). The actual

probability can then be calculated by taking the integral of the functionp(x) by the integration interval
of the input variablex. Figure 1 shows the probability of correlation between two randomly chosen
genes and that for pairs with similar known gene/TF interactions. The similarity of these distributions
demonstrates that successful reconstruction of the network using expression data correlation alone does
not seem likely. Mutual information [14] seems to have similar limitations. However, this does not mean
that correlation- and mutual information-based methods cannot be used to discover interesting gene-gene
relationships; rather their potential to infer gene/TF interactions is limited. Therefore, the assumption
that the TF activity follows the expression of the encoding gene seems to be unreliable. We address this
problem by constructing approximate TF activity profiles using a preliminary TRN and expression data
as discussed below.
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Fig. 1. Probability density functions for correlation (Pearson) between a random pair and known gene/TF regulatory interaction
for the B cell data (GSE2350 series, NIH Gene Expression Omnibus) assuming the TF activity can be represented by the
expression of the gene that codes the TF. The solid and dashed lines show the probability density function between a random
gene pair and known gene/TF regulatory interaction, respectively. This graph shows that, generally, gene expression should not
be used as an approximation to TF activity.

From gene-gene scores to gene-TF scores

Two of the methodologies (GO and correlation analysis with a preliminary TRN) used in this study
generate gene-gene similarity scores. As our interest is the discovery of TRNs as defined above, the
question is how one can use the gene-gene similarity scores and the preliminary TRN to score gene/TF
interactions. For a system ofNgene genes, there areNgene × (Ngene − 1)/2 gene-gene pairs. In order
to find the score for gene A and TF B, we first seek all genes regulated by TF B in the preliminary
TRN. Then we calculate the gene-gene similarity score for the gene of interest with each gene regulated
by TF B. We assign the maximum of these scores (and the nature of regulation) to the gene A/TF B
interaction. Clearly, there are other options (i.e., taking the average, median, etc.). We don’t expect
scores for gene pairs regulated by the same TF to be always high. The reason is that the same TF might
regulate genes in different pathways for which similarity scores might be low. Therefore, rather than
taking the median or average, we decided to take the maximum. Although this appears to be a rough
estimation of the gene-TF score, our computational experiments with gene-gene similarity based on gene
ontology and gene expression correlation have shown that this score clearly distinguishes the probability
density functions of the training and random sets of gene/TF interactions.

Gene ontology analysis

In the TRN construction approach, we use the biological process ontology developed by the Gene
Ontology (GO) consortium [20] (www.geneontology.org) and hypothesize that the likelihood for a gene
pair to be regulated in the same manner increases with the similarity of their GO description. GO
analysis was proposed by Wuet al. [18] who applied it to find functional modules inE. coli. Each GO
is structured as a directed acyclic graph. The GO similarity score between two gene products is based
on the number of shared ancestors. As a gene product might be assigned with multiple GO terms, we
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the probability distributions of GO similarity scores of the training set (triangle markers) and the random
set (square markers). The training set consists of all known gene/TF interactions for those genes with GO terms assigned. The
random set consists of all possible gene/TF interactions for those genes with GO terms assigned. It is seen that higher GO
similarity score implies higher likelihood of a gene/TF interaction, particularly when the GO similarity score is larger than 9.

seek the maximum similarity score between all possible combinations. As we seek to discover gene/TF
interactions we reformulate the GO approach as follows. Let genei and genej be assignedh i andhj GO
terms, respectively. Then the GO similarity for the gene (i, j) pair is taken to be the maximum number
of shared ancestors for all combinations of thehi andhj . Once all gene-gene scores are calculated,
we score gene/TF interactions as described above. Our queries from www.geneontology.org resulted in
evaluation of GO similarity for 37,866,753 gene pairs. 16,196,586 gene pairs were found in the B cell
expression data set. These gene-gene scores were converted to gene-TF scores using the methodology
described above. Figure 2 shows the probability distributions of GO scores for the random (all gene pairs)
and training set. The statistical significance of the results were evaluated by the chi-square test. The
chi-square was 23171 for 6 degrees of freedom (a score of 16.5 gives aP -value of 0.00001). Therefore,
the hypothesis “likelihood for a gene pair to be regulated in the same manner increases with the number
of shared ancestors in the GO tree” is supported by our results.

Gene expression analysis using a preliminary TRN

Construction of approximate TF activities
Kinetic cell models hold great promise for predicting cell behavior [21–25]. Unfortunately there is

a lack of information about many of the rate and equilibrium constants for the reaction and transport
processes involved [26]. Simultaneously calibrating all the reaction/transport rate parameters and discov-
ering the gene/TF interaction network structure from available bioanalytical data appears to be difficult,
although some progress has been made (Sayyed-Ahmadet al., manuscript submitted). Furthermore, such
an approach is CPU intensive so that exploring the space of possible TRNs is limited. Therefore, instead
of using a kinetic approach as a basis of TRN construction, we have developed FTF (Fast Transcription
Factor analyzer) for network construction via (1) TF activity estimation, (2) statistical arguments, and
(3) a preliminary TRN. Once a reliable TRN is obtained using FTF, it can then be used to calibrate the
rate and equilibrium constants that appear in transcription/translation kinetic models. A user interactive
implementation of such an approach is available at systemsbiology.indiana.edu.
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Fig. 3. Probability density functions of FTF scores of the training set (dashed) and the random set (solid).x-axis refers to FTF
similarity score whiley-axis refers to its probability density function. A comparison with Fig. 1 shows that construction of TF
activities is superior to the gene-gene correlation approach.

FTF was designed based on the following notions:

– a method based on TFs has the advantage that microarray noise, and errors in a preliminary TRN,
can be overcome by statistics – i.e. the regulation of many genes by a given TF;

– due to data uncertainty, there is not usually enough information content in many single-gene re-
sponses to unambiguously determine the effect of all TFs regulating it; and

– TRN discovery requires many automated trials of possible networks, so that the algorithm must be
efficient.

The details of FTF are provided in the supplementary material with applications to synthetic examples.
Application of FTF toE. coli is reported in Sunet al. (manuscript submitted) and the results are available
through systemsbiology.indiana.edu.

We applied the FTF methodology to B cell data. One single run of FTF on a PC (Xeon 2.4 GHz) takes
about 20 minutes and requires 750MB memory. The probability density functions for the correlation
between the constructed TF activities and expression data are shown in Fig. 3 for both the training and
random sets. A comparison of Figs 3 and 1 shows that by constructing TF activities using a preliminary
TRN, we significantly increase the amount of information that can be extracted from expression data.
As for the case for GO scores, the statistical significance of the results were evaluated by the chi-square
test The chi-square was 8444 for 5 degrees of freedom (a score of 16 gives aP -value of 0.00001).

Correlation analysis with a preliminary TRN
Linear (Pearson) correlation and information theoretic mutual information are commonly used to infer

gene-gene regulatory networks. Here, we use linear correlation in the context of TRN construction.
Correlation of expression profiles for two genes is used to suggest that they may be coregulated. This
standard procedure is used in our approach with a training set of experimentally-verified TF/gene
regulatory interaction information to transfer a given gene/TF interaction known for one gene to another
with which its gene expression profile is highly correlated, but for which that TF/gene interaction is not
in the training set. To calculate the score for a gene-TF interaction, we find all genes regulated by a given
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Fig. 4. Probability density functions of correlation scores of the training set (dashed) and the random set (solid). Although this
method is based on linear correlation, it requires a preliminary TRN which clearly improves the results.

TF, and calculate the linear correlation coefficient between the gene of interest and each gene regulated
by this TF. The maximum value is taken as the score for that particular gene/TF interaction. Figure 4
shows the probability density functions for the random and training sets, confirming the hypothesis
“higher gene-gene correlation implies greater likelihood of coregulation”. The chi-square was obtained
to be 8210 for 5 degrees of freedom (a score of 16 gives aP -value of 0.00001).

Multi-method TRND integration

Each of the above individual methods provides a score for each gene/TF interaction. The statistical
significance of the score is assessed by the ratio of the probability of that score in the training set to that
in the random set. For a given method we determine a score R for each gene/TF interaction as above. An
experimentally-verified TRN from GenDat is used as the training set to determinef k

tr(R), the fraction
of the known interactions in the training set in each of a number of intervals ofR; similarly f k

rand(R) is
obtained for randomly chosen gene/TF interactions for methodologyk. If f k

tr(R)/fk
rand(R) >> 1, an

interaction with a scoreR for a given method is highly likely to be correct. These Bayesian ratios are
computed for each method and gene/TF interaction. The sum of the log10 of these ratios is taken to be
the multi-method confidence measureKin:

Kin =
Nmeth∑
k=1

wk log10

(
fk

tr(Rk
in)

fk
rand(R

k
in)

)

wherewk is a weighting factor,Nmeth is the number of TRN construction methodologies (in this study
three),Rk

in is the score for TFn and genei using methodologyk, f k
tr andk

rand are the probability density
functions for the training set and random set, respectively. If a methodology fails to have a prediction
for a gene-TF pair, it is excluded in the above calculation. The weighting factors are taken to be unity
in this study. The nature of regulation (up or down) is taken from the methodology with the highest
fk

tr(R)/fk
rand(R) ratio.

The probability density functions of the integrated confidence score for the training and all possible
gene/TF sets are shown in Fig. 5. We applied a threshold of 1.8 to this score to identify the most
likely gene/TF interactions. To facilitate the use of our results by the research community, they are
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Fig. 5. Probability density functions of combined scores for the training set (solid) and the random set (dashed). The training
set is based on all known gene/TF interactions. The random set consists of all possible gene/TF interactions. It is seen that
higher combined score implies higher likelihood of a gene/TF interaction.

posted at systemsbiology.indiana.edu/trndresults where users can view/download them and perform
search queries. As our procedure is automated, when new information and gene expression or other data
become available, the entire procedure can be readily repeated. The preliminary TRN included 1,335
genes and 2,164 gene/TF interactions. There were 14,616 gene/TF interactions that scored higher than
the threshold. The number of genes with at least one gene/TF interaction was 2,164.

DISCUSSION

Validation 1: p130 and E2F-4

After we prepared the preliminary TRN and obtained the enhanced TRN using the methodology
described above, we located a manuscript by Camet al. [28] on p130 and E2F-4. In the following, we
compare our results with these experimental results. The E2F family of TFs includes E2F-1 to E2F-7
which regulate cell proliferation. p130 is a tumor repressor protein that falls into the pRB protein family,
also known as pocket proteins. Pocket proteins directly inhibit E2F and recruit other factors to cease gene
expression. E2F activity is also regulated through direct interactions with cyclin A, Sp1 and p53 [29].
All naturally occurring pocket family mutants isolated from human tumors lack the ability to bind and
negatively regulate E2F. Camet al. [28] used genome-wide analysis of TF occupancy (via chromatin
immunoprecipitation on microarrays – ChIP-Chip) for E2F-4 and p130. Three arrest conditions were
studied: quiescent and contact inhibited T98G cells and p16INK4A induced arrest of U2OS cells. 272
genes were found to be targeted by E2F-4, p130 or both under any of the three conditions of growth
arrest (Table 1 in [28]). 171 (out of 272) target genes were found in the B cell expression data. In all
three arrest conditions p130 and E2F-4 targets were at least 88% common.

In the preliminary TRN, 12 genes were regulated by E2F-4 (2 of them were found in [28]) and 43
genes were regulated by p130 (4 of them were found in [28]) (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). 3 genes
were coregulated by p130 and E2F-4. Therefore, not only were the training sets for these TFs small,
they also overlapped a very small set of those reported by [28]. TRND yielded 419 and 750 gene/TF
interactions for E2F-4 and p130, respectively (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). 50 (for E2F-4) and 55
(p130) target genes (Supplementary Table 5) that scored higher than the threshold were also reported
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Fig. 6. a) Scatter graph ofE2F4 andRBL2 expression levels. The linear correlation coefficient is−0.36. Clearly, there is little
relationship between the two sets of expression data. b) Scatter graph of the predicted E2F-4 and p130 TF activities. The linear
correlation coefficient is found to be−0.80. The training sets of E2F-4 and p130 included 12 and 43 interactions, respectively.
Only three of the genes were coregulated by both TFs.

in [28]. We used a binomial probability distribution to calculate theP -value. The expected proportion is
0.0178 (probability of choosing a target gene randomly; obtained by the dividing the number of known
target genes (317) by the total number of genes in our analysis (9589)). We made 419 predictions
(sample size) for E2F-4 and 50 (number of observed) of them were in the list of target genes. According
to the binomial distribution, theP -value for choosing more than 30 target genes correctly is less than
1.0e-08. Similarly, for p130 (expected proportion= 0.0178, number of observed= 55, sample size=
750), theP -value for choosing more than 37 target genes correctly is less than 1.0e-08. Coregulation
by p130 and E2F-4 was an outcome of this study, despite the poor training sets. Figure 6a is a scatter
graph for expression ofE2F4 andRBL2 (which codes for p130). The correlation coefficient is found
to be−0.36. Figure 6b shows the scatter graph for the activities of E2F-4 and p130. The correlation
coefficient is calculated to be−0.80. Therefore, althoughE2F4 andRBL2 expression patterns were
not highly correlated, due to post-translational modifications, the activities of these two TFs were found
to be related, and a common set of targets were identified. We then calculated the linear correlation
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Table 1
Number of E2F-4 target genes pre-
dicted by the correlation approach
and TRND, respectively

Predictions Correlation TRND
425 18 50
330 12 45
263 11 41
165 8 32
104 7 27
65 5 18

The first column represents the num-
ber of predictions whereas the sec-
ond and third columns are the num-
ber of E2F-4 target genes predict-
ed by the correlation approach and
TRND, respectively.

Table 2
Number of p130 target genes predict-
ed by the correlation approach and
TRND, respectively

Predictions Correlation TRND
767 28 55
521 24 44
393 19 39
258 11 29
193 8 27
122 7 21
87 3 17
57 1 16

The first column represents the num-
ber of predictions whereas the sec-
ond and third columns are the num-
ber of p130 target genes predicted by
the correlation approach and TRND,
respectively.

coefficient betweenE2F4 andRBL2 expression and the rest of the genes to illustrate the importance of
calculating TF activities in this particular case. Tables 1 and 2 show that the TRND method outperforms
the correlation approach for both TFs.

Validation 2: c-Myc

B cell expression data was also used by [14] who made predictions for the c-Myc TF and compared
the results with those available at www.myccancergene.org. Our training set for the c-Myc TF included
44 genes, 22 of them were identified as c-Myc targets at www.myccancergene.org (Supplementary
Table 6). Out of 1,697 c-Myc targets provided at www.myccancergene.org, 501 and 231 were up and
down regulated, respectively. We decided to use this set of c-Myc targets as information about the nature
of regulation was available. In the same web source, 1,066 genes were identified as potential targets
(based on ChIP-Chip experiments). 116 out of 501 for up regulated target genes and 28 out of 231 for
down regulated target genes were supported by ChIP-Chip experiments.
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Table 3
Number of predicted c-Myc target genes

Predictions TRND Bassoet al Correlation
552 190 171 148
402 146 132 115
321 118 107 97
205 81 76 62
134 55 55 42

The first column represents the number of predic-
tions whereas the second, third and fourth columns
are the number of c-Myc target genes predicted by
our approach, by Bassoet al. [14], and by the cor-
relation approach.

Fig. 7. Scatter graph of c-myc expression level and the predicted activity of c-Myc TF. The linear correlation coefficient is 0.49.
The c-Myc activity was constructed using a training set of 44 genes.

TRND provided 542 c-Myc targets (Supplementary Table 7), 190 of these predictions were identified
as c-Myc targets at www.myccancergene.org (Supplementary Table 8). Figure 7 shows the scatter graph
for the c-myc expression and predicted TF c-Myc activity. In this particular case, the correlation was
found to be fairly high, 0.49. Therefore, the assumption of representing c-Myc activity by the c-myc
expression pattern is justified. As a result, all three methods (TRND, [14] and correlation approach)
yield similar results, though TRND shows a slight improvement over the others (Table 3). Comparing
the result with those of E2F-4 and p130 illustrates the success of a method in one subset of the TRN may
not extrapolate to others.

OUTLOOK AND LIMITATIONS

We believe our results onE. coli (Sunet al., manuscript submitted) and B cell (this study) demonstrate
the viability of the multi-method approach for both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems. The focus on
gene/TF interactions, rather than on gene/gene interactions, provides great advantage. Furthermore,
TRND allows straightforward extension of the methodology by integrating other information such as
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protein-protein interaction or promoter analysis. Our future goal is to obtain enhanced TRNs for a variety
of cell types and lines, and perform a comparative study to infer other likely regulation processes. We
believe this type of computational analysis will guide experimental studies and accelerate research in the
discovery of TRNs. Practical applications to drug discovery, treatment optimization and biotechnology
are envisioned.

As shown in the Supplementary material, it doesn’t seem possible to construct the TRN fully using
expression data only. Although, we improve the TRN discovery with the addition of training set, the GO
methodology and the use of a Bayesian framework for integration, our methodology has the following
limitations:

1. Bias in the training set. Experimentally verified gene/TF interactions are usually obtained for a
limited set of TFs. Research in this field are guided by a given TF’s potential importance in a
disease. This results in an unbalanced training set in which verified gene/TF interactions are not
sampled randomly.

2. Insufficient gene expression data. In this study we used expression data obtained for a variety of B
cell lines. Clearly, gene regulation differs among these cell lines. Although we are unable to assess
the degree of variation at this point. Availability of large set of expression data on a single cell line
(obtained under different conditions) would partially cure this problem.

3. Lack of GO information: We couldn’t find GO information for 30% of genes found in the expression
data. GO annotation is a manual process and the structure of GO tree is likely biased.
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